Getting to the Rhône Events & Congress

By public transport

The Rhône Events & Congress is literally a few minutes walk from the Sloterdijk railway station, which in turn is only a five-minute ride from Amsterdam Central Station (CS). Buses and trams connect the station with many other parts of Amsterdam.

Walking from Station Sloterdijk:
When you exit Sloterdijk railway station through the main exit (at the front of the main hall), the conference centre is in front of you and slightly to the right, just north of the railway tracks underneath you.

You turn right, past the ING bank, towards a building called “Crystal Tower”. Go down the stairs and turn left before the Crystal Tower. Cross the street using the crosswalk towards the building called “Radarport”. Keep the Radarport on your right, entering the Kastrupstraat. This street turns into the Rhôneweg after 170 meter. The conference centre will be on your right (number 12 through 14). The name is clearly indicated on the windows.

By car

From direction Den Haag/Rotterdam (A4)
• On the A4 drive via the Schiphol tunnel direction Amsterdam. • At intersection De Nieuwe Meer/S107 Sloten take highway A10/E22 direction ring Amsterdam (west) Centrum/Leeuwarden/Zaanstad • Then take exit S102 Centrum/Westpoort 3000-9000/IJmuiden. • At the traffic lights turn left into the Basisweg direction Westpoort 3600-9000/ Haarlem/IJmuiden • After 800 meter turn left to the Radarweg • On the Radarweg after 100 meter turn right to the Kastrupstraat • After 170 meter the Kastrupstraat turns into the Rhôneweg • At the Rhôneweg drive to nr. 12 - 14.

From direction Utrecht (A2/E35)
• At junction Amstel follow ring road A10 Zuid direction Den Haag/Zaanstad • On the A10/Schinkelbrug keep right direction ring Amsterdam/Zaanstad • Then take exit S102 Centrum/Westpoort 300-9000/IJmuiden • At the traffic lights turn left into the Basisweg direction Westpoort 3600-9000/ Haarlem/IJmuiden • After 800 meter turn left into the Radarweg • On the Radarweg after 100 meter turn right to the Kastrupstraat • After 170 meter the Kastrupstraat turns into the Rhôneweg • At the Rhôneweg drive to nr. 12 - 14.

From direction Amersfoort (A1/E231)
• Coming from the A1/E231 keep left to the A10/E35 Ringweg Oost • Then at the A10/E35 keep ring road Noord and follow Haarlem/Den Haag • Then take exit S102 Centrum/Westpoort 300-9000/IJmuiden • At the traffic lights turn left into the Basisweg direction Westpoort 3600-9000/ Haarlem/IJmuiden • After 800 meter turn left into the Radarweg • On the Radarweg after 100 meter turn right to the Kastrupstraat • After 170 meter the Kastrupstraat turns into the Rhôneweg • At the Rhôneweg drive to nr. 12 - 14.

From direction Zaandam/Alkmaar (A8/A7)
• From Coenplein A10/E22 follow ring road A10 direction Amsterdam/Den Haag • Then take exit S102 Centrum/Westpoort 300-9000/IJmuiden • At the traffic lights turn left into the Basisweg direction Westpoort 3600-9000/ Haarlem/IJmuiden • After 800 meter turn left into the Radarweg • On the Radarweg after 100 meter turn right into the Kastrupstraat • After 170 meter the Kastrupstraat turns into the Rhôneweg • At the Rhôneweg drive to nr. 12 - 14.